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The Full Room Random House
SMALL, WELL APPOINTED FUTURE. SEMI DETACHED. If the end of the
world is nigh, then surely it's only sensible to make alternative arrangements.
Certainly the Earth has its points, but what most people need is something
smaller and more manageable. Of course there are those who say that's
planetary treason, but who cares what the weirdos and terrorists think? Not
Nathan. All he cares is that his movie gets made and that there's somebody left
to see it. In marketing terms the end of the world will be very big. Anyone
trying to save it should remember that.
Popcorn Random House
A Boob’s Life explores the surprising truth about women’s most popular body part with
vulnerable, witty frankness and true nuggets of American culture that will resonate with
everyone who has breasts—or loves them. Author Leslie Lehr wants to talk about boobs. She’s
gone from size AA to DDD and everything between, from puberty to motherhood,
enhancement to cancer, and beyond. And she’s not alone—these are classic life stages for
women today. At turns funny and heartbreaking, A Boob’s Life explores both the joys and
hazards inherent to living in a woman’s body. Lehr deftly blends her personal narrative with
national history, starting in the 1960s with the women’s liberation movement and moving to the
current feminist dialogue and what it means to be a woman. Her insightful and clever writing
analyzes how America’s obsession with the female form has affected her own life’s journey
and the psyche of all women today. From her prize-winning fiction to her viral New York Times
Modern Love essay, exploring the challenges facing contemporary women has been Lehr’s
life-long passion. A Boob’s Life, her first project since breast cancer treatment, continues this
mission, taking readers on a wildly informative, deeply personal, and utterly relatable journey.
No matter your gender, you’ll never view this sexy and sacred body part the same way again.

A Novel Samuel French Incorporated Plays
Why are we all so hostile? So quick to take offence? Truly we are living in the age of outrage. A series
of apparently random murders draws amiable, old-school Detective Mick Matlock into a world of
sex, politics, reality TV and a bewildering kaleidoscope of opposing identity groups. Lost in a blizzard
of hashtags, his already complex investigation is further impeded by the fact that he simply doesn’t
‘get’ a single thing about anything anymore. Meanwhile, each day another public figure confesses
to having ‘misspoken’ and prostrates themselves before the judgement of Twitter. Begging for
forgiveness, assuring the public “that is not who I am”. But if nobody is who they are anymore -
then who the f##k are we? Ben Elton returns with a blistering satire of the world as it fractures around
us. Get ready for a roller-coaster thriller, where nothing - and no one - is off limits.
This Other Eden BRILL
For amiable City trader Jimmy Corby money was the new Rock n' Roll. His whole life was a party, adrenaline
charged and cocaine fuelled. If he hadn't met Monica he would probably have ended up either dead or in rehab.
But Jimmy was as lucky in love as he was at betting on dodgy derivatives, so instead of burning out, his star just
burned brighter than ever. Rich, pampered and successful, Jimmy, Monica and their friends lived the dream,
bringing up their children with an army of domestic helps. But then it all came crashing down. And when the
global financial crisis hit, Jimmy discovers that anyone can handle success. It's how you handle failure that really
matters.
Inconceivable Popcorn
PopcornMacmillan
A Novel Arrow
"This does indeed deserve comparisons with Blackadder" Radio Times "A knockabout, well-researched take on
the working and domestic life of Shakespeare." The Guardian It’s the 1590s. William Shakespeare – brought
to life on screen by the inimitable David Mitchell – is at the start of his career. But no one is taking him
seriously. In London, he is mercilessly mocked by his rivals and at home in Stratford he is belittled by his sullen
teenage daughter. Yet he is determined to find an ending for his newest creation Romeo and Juliet. Luckily,
inspiration is forthcoming. The trials and tribulations of his closest friends and family reveal the plot twists he’d
been missing. And not only for this famous tragedy but for many of his finest plays. With sparkling wordplay,
hilarious gags and his trademark wit, Ben Elton celebrates the great William Shakespeare and reveals the startling
stories behind the playwright’s best-known plays.
Filth! Macmillan
Imagine a world where everyone knows everything about everybody. Where 'sharing' is valued above all,
and privacy is considered a dangerous perversion. Trafford wouldn't call himself a rebel, but he's daring
to be different, to stand out from the crowd. In his own small ways, he wants to push against the system.
But in this world, uniformity is everything. And even tiny defiances won't go unnoticed. Ben Elton's
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dark, savagely comic novel imagines a post-apocalyptic society where religious intolerance combines with
a sex-obsessed, utterly egocentric culture. In this world, nakedness is modesty, independent thought
subversive, and ignorance is wisdom. A chilling vision of what's to come? Or something rather closer to
home?
Popcorn Delta
Ready to follow Nick Hornsby and Helen Fielding as the next big thing from Cool Britannia to hit America is
Ben Elton. Already known to a wide public television audience as the funnyman behind Blackadder, The Young
Ones, and The Thin Blue Line, Elton, author of Popcorn, lights up the literary sky with Blast from the Past. Part
noir thriller, part hilarious send-up of the politics of extremism, Blast from the Past is the new novel from English
comedy phenomenon (stand-up, playwright, television writer, and author) Ben Elton--a name soon to be known
in all circles once Joel Schumacher's film of his book Popcorn reaches the silver screen. In the early 80s, when
Polly was a seventeen-year-old ideological peace protestor and Jack was a U.S. Army captain stationed at
England's Greenham Common, the two had a secret and very unlikely affair. No two people could have had
more to argue about, save that they couldn't live without each other, yet one day Jack came to the conclusion that
he loved soldiering more than Polly and sacrificed their love to be a career army man. Now, sixteen years later,
Polly is a lonely thirty-something social services employee and Jack is a four-star general who has returned to
Britain to find her, his only true love. With only one night to resolve their differences, and a knife-wielding stalker
lurking in the shadows, for everyone concerned this will be a night like no other.
Catwoman Random House
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly made
a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country. With award-winning writing and
photography covering everything from politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent mission
has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York as
both a place and an idea.
Tiger Hunt Delta
If you had one chance to change history...Where would you go? What would you do? Who would you
kill? In Time and Time Again, international best-selling author Ben Elton takes readers on a thrilling
journey through early 20th-Century Europe. It's the first of June 1914 and Hugh Stanton, ex-soldier and
celebrated adventurer is quite literally the loneliest man on earth. No one he has ever known or loved
has been born yet. Perhaps now they never will be. Stanton knows that a great and terrible war is
coming. A collective suicidal madness that will destroy European civilization and bring misery to millions
in the century to come. He knows this because, for him, that century is already history. Somehow he
must change that history. He must prevent the war. A war that will begin with a single bullet. But can a
single bullet truly corrupt an entire century? And, if so, could another single bullet save it?
Random House
Gridlock Too many cars and not enough space equals gridlock. Gridlock is when a city dies.
Killed in the name of freedom. Killed in the name of oil and steel. Choked on carbon monoxide
and strangled with a pair of fluffy dice. How did it come to this? How did the ultimate freedom
machine end up paralysing us all? How did we end up driving to our own funeral, in somebody
else's gravy train? Deborah and Geoffrey know, but they have transport problems of their own,
and anyway, whoever it was that murdered the city can just as easily murder them. Chart Throb
Chart Throb The ultimate pop quest. Ninety five thousand hopefuls. Three judges. Just one
winner. And that's Calvin Simms, the genius behind the show. Calvin always wins because
Calvin writes the rules. But this year, as he sits smugly in judgement upon the mingers, clingers
and blingers whom he has pre-selected in his carefully scripted 'search' for a star, he has no idea
that the rules are changing. The 'real' is about to be put back into 'reality' television and Calvin

and his fellow judges (the nation's favourite mum and the other bloke) are about to become ex -
factors themselves. Chart Throb. One winner. A whole bunch of losers Blind Faith Imagine a
world where everyone knows everything about everybody. Where 'sharing' is valued above all,
and privacy is considered a dangerous perversion. Trafford wouldn't call himself a rebel, but he's
daring to be different, to stand out from the crowd. In his own small ways, he wants to push
against the system. But in this world, uniformity is everything. And even tiny defiances won't go
unnoticed. Ben Elton's dark, savagely comic novel imagines a post-apocalyptic society where
religious intolerance combines with a sex-obsessed, utterly egocentric culture. In this world,
nakedness is modesty, independent thought subversive, and ignorance is wisdom. A chilling vision
of what's to come?Or something rather closer to home?
A Boob's Life Random House
Bruce Dalamitri makes cool films about killers. Films where people die to a rock and roll soundtrack. But when,
on Oscar night, he has to face up to the real thing - in the shape of psychotics Wayne and Scout - it isn't quite to
his liking.
Round Ireland with a Fridge Random House
On a remote island in the Canadian Arctic, researchers discover the wreckage of a mysterious World War II-era
aircraft, a discovery that forces the Russian Federation into a shocking admission. The unmarked plane is a
Soviet strategic bomber that disappeared with its crew more than fifty years ago while carrying two metric tons of
weaponized anthrax. Desperate to prevent a political and diplomatic firestorm, the U.S. president dispatches a
Covert-One team led by Lieutenant Colonel Jon Smith to the crash site. But others have reached the frigid,
windswept island first, including an international arms dealer and his crew of vicious mercenaries. As for the
Russians, they are lying: a second, even deadlier secret rests within the hulk of the lost bomber, a secret the
Russians are willing to kill to protect. Trapped in a polar wilderness, Smith and his team find themselves fighting
a savage war on two front--against an enemy they can see and another hiding within their own ranks.
Roman Algonquin Books
The war on drugs has been lost but for want of the courage to face the fact that the whole world is
rapidly becoming one vast criminal network. From pop stars and princes to crack whores and street kids.
From the Groucho Club toilets to the poppy fields of Afghanistan, we are all partners in crime. HIGH
SOCIETY is a story or rather a collection of interconnected stories that takes the reader on a hilarious,
heart breaking and terrifying journey through the kaleidoscope world that the law has created and from
which the law offers no protection.
Gasping; Silly Cow; Popcorn Random House
Recounts the author's experiences hitchhiking on a bet all the way around Ireland with a small
refrigerator, and shares his impressions of the people and places along the way.
Identity Crisis Random House
'A work of formidable imaginative scope' Daily Telegraph The first casualty when war comes is
truth . . . Flanders, June 1917: a British officer and celebrated poet, is shot dead. , He is killed not
by German fire, but while recuperating from shell shock well behind the lines. A young English
soldier is arrested and, although he protests his innocence, charged with his murder. Douglas
Kingsley is a conscientious objector, previously a detective with the London police, now
imprisoned for his beliefs. He is released and sent to France in order to secure a conviction.
Forced to conduct his investigations amidst the hell of The Third Battle of Ypres, Kingsley soon
discovers that both the evidence and the witnesses he needs are quite literally disappearing into
the mud that surrounds him. Ben Elton's tenth novel is a gut-wrenching historical drama which
explores some fundamental questions: What is murder? What is justice in the face of
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unimaginable daily slaughter? And where is the honour in saving a man from the gallows if he is
only to be returned to die in a suicidal battle?
Time and Time Again Random House
Gridlock is when a city dies. Killed in the name of freedom. Killed in the name of oil and steel.
Choked on carbon monoxide and strangled with a pair of fluffy dice. How did it come to this?
How did the ultimate freedom machine end up paralysing us all? How did we end up driving to
our own funeral, in somebody else's gravy train? Deborah and Geoffrey know, but they have
transport problems of their own, and anyway, whoever it was that murdered the city can just as
easily murder them.
Elton Plays: 1 Random House
Ben Elton's plays in one volume for the first time Gasping: ". . . an often hilarious satire on yuppiedom,
advertising and corporate greed" (Daily Telegraph); ". . . the sharpest futuristic comedy since
Henceforward, and the best Green comedy since The Good Life was young."(Financial Times). Silly
Cow: "It has an ingenious plot. . . another perfect occasion for a Ben Elton satire on the modern world. .
." (Financial Times). Popcorn: "An enjoyable, intelligent, thought-provoking play" (Independent); "It
thrills on stage precisely because it adopts the sick humour, sickening violence and downright sexiness of
the Stone-Tarantino school of film-making that Elton is satirising" (Evening Standard).
Ben Elton Collection Simon and Schuster
Small, well appointed future. Semi detached. If the end of the world is nigh, then surely it's only sensible
to make alternative arrangements. Certainly the Earth has its good points, but what most people need is
something smaller and more manageable. Of course there are those who say that's planetary treason, but
who cares what the weirdos and terrorists think? Not Nathan. All he cares is that his movie gets made
and that's there's somebody left to see it. In marketing terms the end of the world will be very big.
Anyone trying to save it should remember that. "From the Paperback edition."
toneel Random House
In The Revised Fundamentals of Caregiving (releasing June 24, 2016 as a Netflix Original Film titled
The Fundamentals of Caring, starring Paul Rudd and Selena Gomez), Jonathan Evison, author of the
new novel This Is Your Life, Harriet Chance! and the New York Times bestseller West of Here, has
crafted a novel of the heart, a story of unlikely heroes in a grand American landscape. For Ben
Benjamin, all has been lost--his wife, his family, his home, his livelihood. Hoping to find a new direction,
he enrolls in a night class called The Fundamentals of Caregiving, where he will learn to take care of
people with disabilities. He is instructed about professionalism, about how to keep an emotional distance
between client and provider, and about the art of inserting catheters while avoiding liability. But when
Ben is assigned his first client--a tyrannical nineteen-year-old boy named Trevor, who is in the advanced
stages of Duchenne muscular dystrophy--he soon discovers that the endless service checklists have done
nothing to prepare him for the reality of caring for a fiercely stubborn, sexually frustrated teenager who
has an ax to grind with the whole world. Over time, the relationship between Ben and Trev, which had
begun with mutual misgivings, evolves into a close friendship, and the traditional boundaries between
patient and caregiver begin to blur. The bond between them strengthens as they embark on a road trip
to visit Trev’s ailing father--a journey rerouted by a series of bizarre roadside attractions that propel
them into an impulsive adventure disrupted by one birth, two arrests, a freakish dust storm, and a six-
hundred-mile cat-and-mouse pursuit by a mysterious brown Buick Skylark. By the end of that journey,
Trev has had his first taste of love, and Ben has found a new reason to love life. Bursting with energy and
filled with moments of absolute beauty, this big-hearted and inspired novel ponders life’s terrible
surprises as well as what it takes to truly care for another human being.
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